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Direct numerical simulations are conducted with a volume-of-fluid continuous surface stress
algorithm. The linear equation of state is used to characterize the effects of an insoluble surfactant
at low concentration on a drop in strong shear. The drop and the surrounding liquid have the same
viscosity and density. Surfactant migration induces a Marangoni force that acts toward the drop
center. For low inertia, viscous force opposes the Marangoni force, so that a stationary drop with
surfactant is more elongated and less tilted than without. The addition of surfactant promotes
breakup, lowering the critical capillary number. The first daughter drops are smaller than for the case
of clean drops. For high inertia, the Marangoni force retracts the drop and retards breakup. The local
values of surface tension are computed during drop evolution. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1628232#

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider the effect of insoluble surfactants on drop
deformation, breakup, and drop size distribution of daughter
drops.1–7 Previous numerical studies include the use of the
boundary integral method for extensional Stokes flow, for a
range of surfactant concentrations.8–10 In particular, the non-
linear surface equation of state9 accounts for surface satura-
tion and nonideal interactions among the surfactant mol-
ecules, as well as the case of strong intersurfactant cohesion.
These nonlinear terms are important even at moderate sur-
face concentrations, but in the dilute case which we consider,
the linear equation of state holds. Previous studies on the
dilute case include numerical simulations of stationary drop
shapes allowing for surfactant diffusion.11,12 These concern
zero Reynolds number. In this paper, we focus on critical
conditions, breakup and satellite drop volumes at nonzero
Reynolds number, and dependence on the introduction of a
small amount of surfactant.

As a model problem, we study the case of equal viscos-
ity m and densityr for the drop and surrounding matrix
liquid. Direct numerical simulations are conducted with a
three-dimensional volume-of-fluid continuous-surface-stress
formulation ~VOF-CSS!. The components of our code
SURFER11 are extensively described in Refs. 13–20 and
we refer the reader to them. The initial shape is a spherical
drop of radiusa as shown in Fig. 1. The computational do-
main as shown is a box of sizeLx3Ly3Lz . Periodicity is
imposed in thex andy directions. Initially, the top and bot-
tom walls are instantaneously set in motion and impose a
constant shear rateġ.

A rectangular Cartesian mesh is used for finite differ-

ences on a staggered grid.21–27The fluids are incompressible
and governed by the Navier–Stokes equation:
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whereu denotes velocity andF denotes the body force. Fluid
interfaces are constructed from the values of the volume-of-
fluid ~VOF! function C(x,y,z):27

C~x,y,z!5H 1 for matrix fluid,

0 for drop fluid.
~4!

When discretized,C represents the volume fraction of the
matrix fluid in each grid cell. The VOF function is trans-
ported with a Lagrangian advection scheme using the veloc-
ity field computed at each time step. From the values ofC at
each time step, the interface is reconstructed with the piece-
wise linear interface reconstruction~PLIC! method.24 The
time integration is performed with a semi-implicit scheme to
handle low Reynolds numbers.17 On the cells which contain
the interface, the interfacial tension forceFs is part of the
body forceF in ~2!:21

Fs5“"T, T5@~12nS^ nS!sedS#, ~5!

wherese denotes the coefficient of surface tension,k is the
mean curvature,nS is the normal to the surface, anddS is a
delta function concentrated on the interface. Over each cell,
gravitational force is included in the body force term.

The formulation for the linear equation of state for sur-
factants within the VOF-CSS framework is described in de-
tail in Ref. 28. This reference documents the performance of
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the algorithm for drop deformation at low viscosity ratio.
Briefly, in the VOF scheme, properties of the fluid are iden-
tified with volumes rather than surfaces; i.e., the surfactant
layer is represented as the region between two volumes. As
part of the initial condition~Fig. 1!, we define two additional
spheres, one interior to the drop with radiush/2 smaller, and
one exterior to the drop with radiush/2 larger, whereh is
sufficiently small compared with the mesh size. Figure 2
illustrates the initial surfactant distribution, in which the sur-
face of the drop is encased in a surfactant layer. The three
interfaces are tracked during the numerical simulation.

At the continuous level, the outer sphere is defined by a
VOF function c1 which is 1 inside it and 0 outside. The
inner sphere is defined byc2 , which is 1 inside it and 0
outside. Surfactant concentrationG is then a constant mul-
tiple of c12c2 , which is 1 within the annular region, and 0
elsewhere. Initially, the surfactant is evenly distributed on the
interface, and therefore the effective surface tension in~5! is

se5s2EG5s~12r !, ~6!

where the elasticity numberE measures the sensitivity of the
surface tension to the surfactant concentrationG,8 s denotes
the surface tension coefficient without surfactant, andr is
defined as the reduction factor:

r 5EG/s. ~7!

The linear equation of state changes~5! to

T5~12nS^ nS!Fsu¹Cu2
rs

h
~c12c2!G . ~8!

Here, note thatds in ~5! is the same asu¹Cu, and integrates
to 1 across the interface. Analogously, in~8!, the integral
over the annulus ofu¹Cu is

E
a2~h/2!

a1~h/2!

2
]C

]r
dr52c11c251. ~9!

The integral of the next term (rs/h)(c12c2) across the
annulus of widthh yields sr , which by ~6! and ~7!, gives
EG. This confirms that~8! represents the modificationse

→s2EG.
To reconstruct surfactant concentrations, we need to di-

vide the amount of surfactant by surface area. The VOF for-
mulation produces an amount of surfactant within a grid cell,
i.e., a volume, and it does not directly give a surface area. We
obtain an estimate of surface area by reconstructing a planar
interface which has the correct volume fraction and normal,
and then computing the surface area of this planar interface
within the given grid cell. To compute the normal, we use the
gradient of a smoothed color function. We then obtain a sur-
factant concentration by dividing the surfactant amount
within the cell by the surface area. To ensure that the surfac-
tant stays within interface cells, we chose a small value for
the initial thicknessh of the surfactant layer. In some ‘‘bad’’
cells, however, there can be significant errors in surface area
from the linear interface reconstruction. For instance, con-
sider a spherical cap protruding slightly into a grid cell
through one of its faces. If the direction of the surface normal
is parallel to one of the coordinate axes, the calculated sur-
face area will always be the full area of the cross section of
the cell regardless of what the actual area is. Poor approxi-
mations of normals and surface areas in certain cells explain
the rings observed on the plots of surfactant concentration. In
future work, we expect to include surfactants in our PROST
code,19 which uses a quadratic surface reconstruction that
should avoid some of these problems.

II. DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS

A flow in simple shear ẋ5ġz, and ż50, where
˙[d/dt, can be written as

ẋ5
ġ

2
~S1A!ẋ, ~10!

S5S 0 1

1 0D , A5S 0 1

21 0D , x5S x
zD . ~11!

The motion generated by the symmetric matrixS, ẋ5Sx, is
an elongation at an angle of 45° to the flow direction, while
the motion generated by the antisymmetric matrixA, ẋ5Ax,
is pure rotation. When a drop is placed in this flowfield,
viscous shear initially stretches it at that angle of tilt, and a
rotational motion develops inside. A stationary shape in
Stokes flow occurs when the deforming viscous force;mġ
is much less than the restoring surface-tension force;s/a,
while the reverse leads to fragmentation. This competition is
parametrized by the capillary number

FIG. 1. Sketch of the initial condition. A drop is suspended in a matrix
liquid, and subjected to simple shear generated by the motion of the top and
bottom walls.

FIG. 2. Sketch of initial surfactant layer. Three surfaces are defined with
three separate volume fraction functions. The surfactant initially resides in
the annulus between the inner and outer spheres.

15Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 1, January 2004 Effect of insoluble surfactant
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Ca5mġa/s. ~12!

For Stokes flow with matching viscosity and density, the
critical capillary number is 0.43.1,3,5,29–31

A Reynolds number,

Re5rġa2/m, ~13!

measures the inertial vs viscous effects. Renardyet al. show
in Refs. 28, 32, 33 that inertia breaks up a clean drop at a
lower capillary number than in Stokes flow. At large Re, a
drop breaks when the Reynolds stress which is orderruvu2

5rġ2a2 competes with capillary stress of orders/a. This
critical condition is, upon division by the viscous stressmġ,
Rec;1/Cac . This is better expressed in terms of the Weber
number We5ReCa which is the ratio of inertial to capillary
forces:

Wec;1, at large Re. ~14!

Supportive numerical evidence is given in Ref. 32.
In order to compare the behaviors of a clean drop vs a

surfactant laden drop at reductionr, we define an ‘‘effective’’
capillary number:

Cae5
aġmm

se
5

Ca

12r
. ~15!

With this definition, the drops may be expected to behave in
the same way at the same effective capillary number if the
surfact were to remain evenly distributed over the interface.
Any differences in evolution for drops at the same Cae are
due to migration of the surfactant, which we study next.

III. SURFACTANT MIGRATION

In this section, the case Re510 is investigated in detail.
Figure 3 provides a comparison of stationary shapes for a
clean drop~left, Ca50.15! and reduction factor 0.1~right,
Cae50.14). These shapes are not sensitive to small changes
in the capillary numbers below the critical value. The veloc-
ity vector plot for the clean drop shows a more complicated
flow structure than the single swirl inside the surfactant-
laden drop.

Figure 4 shows how surface tension values change over
the drop in response to the flowfield. The colorbar shows the
range of reduction factor: surface tension in the lightest areas
has been reduced by 30% or more. The surfactant accumu-
lates at the low velocity areas or ‘‘dead spots’’ at the top front
and bottom back of the drop, which eventually have minimal
surface tension. This accumulation of surfactant at the ends
generates a Marangoni stress9 in the shear stress balance at
the interface:

Ma5
]s

]G
¹SG. ~16!

FIG. 3. Comparison of stationary drop shapes with maximal elongation for
Re510. r 50 ~left, Ca50.15! and r 50.1 ~right, Cae50.14). Velocity vec-
tors are shown in thex–z cross section through the center of the drop.

FIG. 4. Re510, Cae50.14, r 50.1.
Quantitative values of surface tension
are shown for dimensionless times 0,
2ġ21, 4ġ21, 5ġ21. The shading
shows the reduction factorr from 0
~Ca50.13! to 0.3 ~30% reduction in
surface tension!. Down the first col-
umn, the drop is viewed in 3D with
axes shown at the initial time. The sec-
ond column shows the view from
above the drop. A stationary shape is
attained by dimensionless time 5ġ21.

16 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 1, January 2004 M. A. Drumright-Clarke and Y. Renardy
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In regions where surface tension changes rapidly, the Ma-
rangoni stress sets up a local flow opposite to surfactant mi-
gration. The Marangoni force is therefore directed toward the
drop center, and significant near the top of the front end cap

and the bottom of the back end cap. This combination de-
creases the tilt. It also enhances retraction; however, surface
tension at the end caps is small, so that the interior flow
pushes the interface outward and contributes to drop elonga-
tion.

Figures 5 and 6 show a breakup sequence. In Fig. 5, both
the clean~left! and surfactant-laden~right! drops break at
roughly the same effective capillary number Cae'0.15. Just
as in the stationary case of Fig. 3, the drop with surfactant
elongates more and the angle of inclination is lower.

Figure 6 shows quantitative values of surface tension for
the surfactant-laden drop. Byt517ġ21, surface tension is
higher in the middle of the drop. Hence, the capillary force
which controls the pinching process, is stronger for the
middle portion of the surfactant-laden drop than for the clean
drop. Contraction and pinch-off are therefore promoted by
surfactant.

Figure 7 is a comparison of velocities in thex–z plane
across the dumbbells for the clean and surfactant-laden drops
at t523ġ21. The front dumbbell for the surfactant-laden
drop bulges slightly at the bottom, into a velocity field that is
directed toward the back dumbbell. The surfactant at what
used to be a dead spot~lower front end! is advected toward
the middle of the drop; e.g., att522ġ21 in Fig. 6. The
Marangoni force at the top of the dumbbell att522ġ21

points toward the neck, and at the bottom of this dumbbell,
points away from the neck, stalling the swirling motion in-
side the dumbbell. After the daughter drops detach, the ef-

FIG. 5. Comparison of drop shapes with and without surfactant at Re510.
r 50 ~left column!, andr 50.1 ~right!, Cae50.15. t50, 10, 22, 24ġ21.

FIG. 6. Re510, Cae50.15, r 50.1.
Quantitative values of reduction factor
r are shown for dimensionless times 0,
17, 22, 24ġ21. r varies from 0 ~Ca
50.14! to 0.2 ~20% reduction in sur-
face tension!. Down the first column,
the drop is viewed in 3D with axes
shown at the initial time. The second
column shows the view from above.

FIG. 7. Vector velocity plots of break-up area corresponding to Fig. 6 att
523ġ21. r 50 ~left!, 0.1 ~right!.

17Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 1, January 2004 Effect of insoluble surfactant
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fective surface tension at the central filament in Fig. 6 is
lower for the surfactant-laden drop.

IV. CRITICAL CURVES

Critical conditions for the clean~s! and reduction 0.1
~* ! drops are plotted in Fig. 8 for Cae vs Re. There is a
crossover around Re'40, below which surfactant promotes
breakup and above which it retards it. The crossover is a
result of the competition between viscous force which gen-
erates a shear stress at the interface, and inertial force which
does not. In Sec. III for the case Re510, we see that the
viscous force, together with the decrease in surface tension at
the ends, promotes elongation. Beyond the crossover point,
the viscous force becomes insignificant, so that the Ma-
rangoni force is unopposed.

Table I shows how the properties of stationary drops
vary with Re.L/a denotes maximal half-length/radius andu
denotes the angle of inclination with the horizontal. For this
table, surfactant is added to the level ofr 50.1 while keeping
other fluid parameters the same. At higher levels of reduction
with the linear equation of state, there is little difference in
the physical nature of breakup, which occurs at similar ef-
fective capillary numbers.34

As Re increases, another effect that is present in both the
clean and surfactant-laden drops is that the tilt angle in-
creases: compare Figs. 3 and 5 at Re510 with Figs. 9 and 10
for Re550. When inertia is important in the matrix liquid,

Bernoulli’s equation yields thatp1ruvu2/2 is constant along
each streamline. Therefore, the large velocities near the tips
induce negative pressures relative to elsewhere. The resulting
suction leads to higher tilting of the drop. The higher tilt
induces secondary centers of circulation. For the surfactant-
laden drop, the Marangoni force at Re560 retards the rota-
tional motion in the interior to a level similar to the clean
drop at Re510.

V. EFFECT OF SURFACTANT ON DAUGHTER DROP
VOLUMES

Shear-mixing typically results in drops of various sizes,
and information on drop size distribution is helpful in deter-
mining the mechanical properties of the blend.7 In this sec-
tion, we examine the effect of surfactant on the size of the
first daughter drops. We consider a situation in which the
fluid properties and flow strength are fixed, while the mother
drop size is increased. Once the size increases over a critical
volume, breakup ensues. Only the initial radiusa is varied;
thus, the capillary and Reynolds numbers of the mother drop
satisfy

FIG. 8. Critical conditions for Re vs Cae . r 50 ~s! and r 50.1 ~* !. The
drop and matrix liquids have equal viscosity and equal density.

TABLE I. At each Re, maximalL/a and angle of tiltu for stationary shapes
are compared for a clean drop~left! and with surfactant (r 50.1, right!.

Re
r 50
Ca L/a u~°!

r 50.1
Cae L/a u ~°!

1.0 0.27 1.8 28 0.27 2.1 26
2.0 0.24 1.8 28 0.23 1.9 26
3.0 0.21 1.7 33 0.21 1.8 26

10.0 0.15 1.6 35 0.14 1.6 30
50.0 0.061 1.5 48 0.062 1.5 42

FIG. 9. Comparison of drop shape with and without surfactant when inertia
is important. Re550, r 50, Ca50.060~left! andr 50.1, Cae50.066~right!.
t520, 22, 24ġ21.

FIG. 10. Velocity vector plots in thex–z plane through the centers of the
drops for stationary shapes at Re560. The clean drop~left! contains a more
complicated circulation pattern compared tor 50.1 ~right!.

18 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 1, January 2004 M. A. Drumright-Clarke and Y. Renardy
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Re/Ca25K, K5rs2/m3ġ5fixed. ~17!

Viewed in the Ca vs Re plane, this curve is a parabola that
intersects the critical curve at one point. That point defines
the size at which the mother drop breaks. Figure 11 shows
such a parabola~dotted! for K5391, together with the criti-
cal curve~dash! for reduction 0.1. The case of a clean drop is
investigated in Ref. 33 and the solid line is for this case.
Moving up the parabola from criticality, the first daughter
drops of radiusD are characterized by

ReD5Re~D2/a2!, CaD5~D/a!Ca. ~18!

The circles along the parabola represent different vol-
umes for the surfactant-laden mother drop. The asterisks on
the parabola below criticality represent the first daughter
drops. As for the clean drop when the mother volume is

increased, the first daughters of the surfactant-laden drop
converge in volume to a certain fraction of the critical vol-
ume.

Figure 12 shows this behavior more clearly by focusing
on the daughter volumes relative to the critical drop. Surfac-
tant migration is similar to that of Fig. 6. With increase in the
mother drop size, the daughters saturate to roughly 50% of
the critical volume, the remaining volume going to the cen-
tral neck. Compared to this, Ref. 33 finds that for a clean
drop, the first daughters converge to roughly 60% of the
critical volume.

When more surfactant is added, the rotational motion in
the daughters atr 50.1 in Fig. 13 damps out. Figure 14
shows that ther 50.2 case has less circulation inside the
daughter drop than atr 50.1. With further increase in reduc-
tion, the flow inside the daughter drop aligns with the exte-
rior shear flow. This is because the viscosity and density of
the drop and matrix liquids are the same, and with little
surface tension, the daughter drop floats along with the ma-
trix liquid.

VI. NUMERICAL ACCURACY

Numerical convergence for a breakup sequence with
mesh, timestep and computational domain sizes are verified
at Re510, Cae50.155,r 50.1. The thickness of the surfac-
tant layer is chosen1

100Dx for a uniform numerical mesh:
Dx5Dy5Dz. Spatial refinements forDx5a/12 and a/8
agree, wherea is the initial radius, so that the latter refine-
ment is chosen for the bulk of the computations. The
timestep is chosenDt51023ġ21, since a refinement of 1/10
of this retrieves identical results: daughter Reynolds number

FIG. 11. Re vs Ca for critical curves atr 50 ~solid!, r 50.1 ~dashed!; Re
5391* Ca2, fluid properties and flow strength fixed, radius of mother drop
varies. Circles represent mother drops for Re59, Ca50.15; Re510, Ca
50.16; Re512, Ca50.175; Re515, Ca50.20; Re520, Ca50.23. Asterisks
represent daughter drops.

FIG. 12. Ratio of daughter volume to critical volume as the mother drop
size increases saturates to roughly 50% of the critical volume. Mother drops
are those of Fig. 11.

FIG. 13. Velocity vector plots in thex–z plane through the midsection of
the first daughter drops. Re51, 10, 100 just after pinch-off, corresponding to
the caser 50.1 in Fig. 8.

FIG. 14. Velocity vector plots in thex–z plane through the midsection of
first daughter drops, Re560; r 50.1 (CaD50.043), 0.2 (CaD50.033).

19Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 1, January 2004 Effect of insoluble surfactant
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and capillary number are converge to ReD56.2, CaD50.1.
Results for the computational domainsLx516a and 24a at
Ly54a, Lz58a, show that the former suffices at Re510.
However, theLx decreases with Reynolds number because
the drop shortens with inertia. For Re<1.5, theLx524a. For
Re.1.5,Lx516a. The different computational domain sizes
are chosen to minimize interference between neighboring
drops.

VII. CONCLUSION

Surface tension is computed for surfactant-laden drops
that evolve to stationary states and those that end-pinch close
to critical capillary numbers. The density and viscosity of the
drop and matrix liquids are the same. The case of the reduc-
tion factor 0.1 is studied in detail.

The viscous force in the matrix liquid sweeps the surfac-
tant toward the end caps. Surface tension decreases locally
there, allowing the rotational motion inside the drop to push
the interface out. For example, at Re510, this leads to more
elongation than achieved by a clean drop at the same effec-
tive capillary number. Marangoni force acts to lower the
angle of tilt. For capillary numbers that lead to drop breakup,
surface tension at the neck eventually becomes higher than
for the clean drop, and end-pinching occurs earlier for the
surfactant-laden drop. The addition of a small amount of
surfactant decreases daughter drop volumes relative to the
critical volume. For Re below approximately 40, the critical
effective capillary number for the surfactant-laden drop is
below that for a clean drop. For higher Re, the reverse oc-
curs. For matched Reynolds number and effective capillary
number, breakup times are reduced when more surfactant is
added.

For Re over 40, inertial force becomes significant, and
the angle of tilt increases for both the clean and surfactant-
laden drops. The viscous force that would elongate the drop
is small. For the surfactant-laden drop, the Marangoni force
retards elongation, and also retards the rotational motion in-
side the drop to a less complicated circulation pattern com-
pared with the clean drop at the same effective capillary
number.
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